University of Maryland School of Music presents
UMD CHAMBER JAZZ

November 8 & 9, 2016 . 7:30PM
GILDENHORN RECITAL HALL
at The Clarice
University of Maryland School of Music
Jazz Studies Program presents:

UMD CHAMBER JAZZ, PART I
Tuesday, November 8

Chris Vadala, Director of Jazz Studies
Gerry Kunkel and Tom Baldwin, coaches

GERRY KUNKEL COMBO
Program to be selected from the following:

Fountain of Youth
Nicholas Vasser

Untitled Bossa
Leo Rayon

April in Paris
Vernon Duke
arr. Steve Cunningham

Beatrice
Horace Silver
arr. Thomas James

Chamber Timba
Manuel Valera

Lazy Bird
John Coltrane

TOM BALDWIN COMBO
Program to be selected from the following:

Butch and Butch
Oliver Nelson

Yearnin’
Oliver Nelson

In a Mellow Tone
Duke Ellington

One By One
Wayne Shorter

A Night in Tunisia
Dizzy Gillespie

One For Tom
Dave Samuels, Paquito D’Rivera

Gerry Kunkel Combo
Steven Cunningham, trumpet
Leo Rayon, saxophone
Thomas James, piano
Nicholas Vassar, guitar
Dean Emerson, acoustic bass
Christian Clarke, drums

Tom Baldwin Combo
Hart Guonjian-Pettit, trumpet
Joey Marcellino, alto saxophone
Eli Stopak, tenor and baritone saxophone
Nithin Venkatraman, guitar
Daniel Kapit, piano
Tyler Buisch, bass
Zach Elgort, drums
University of Maryland School of Music
Jazz Studies Program presents:

UMD CHAMBER JAZZ, PART II
Wednesday, November 9

Chris Vadala, Director of Jazz Studies
Nicholas Vassar and Leo Rayon, coaches

NICHOLAS VASSAR COMBO
Program to be selected from the following:

This
Ryan Synk

Fried Pies
Wes Montgomery
Arr. Joey Antico

Nica's Dream
Horace Silver
arr. Evan Williamson

Daahoud
Clifford Brown

Speak Low
Kurt Weill and Ogden Nash
arr. Hannah Wynne

Leo Rayon Combo
Joseph Deng, alto saxophone
Jonathan Metcalf-Burton, alto saxophone
Keegan Couse, tenor saxophone
Justin Driselle, trumpet
Darrel Reddix Jr., drums
Clarissa Corey-Bey, bass
Diego Nava, piano

Nicholas Vassar Combo
Hannah Wynne, alto saxophone and flute
Dan Janis, tenor saxophone
Evan Williamson, guitar
Cassidy Laidlaw, piano
Ryan Synk, bass
Joey, Antico, drums

LEO RAYON COMBO
Program to be selected from the following:

All Over Again
Roy Hargrove

Know Yourself
Clarissa Corey-Bey

Recorda Me
Joe Henderson

Byrd Like
Freddie Hubbard

You Don’t Know What Love Is
Reye-Depaul

PROGRAM
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PROGRAM
Beethoven Symphony No. 8
UMD Symphony Orchestra
Friday, November 11, 2016 . 8PM

MARYLAND OPERA STUDIO
The Rape of Lucretia
November 18-22, 2016

MUSIC IN MIND
Migration Series
UMD Symphony Orchestra
Friday, December 2, 2016 . 8PM

Circus Maximus
UMD Wind Orchestra & Wind Ensemble
Sunday, December 4, 2016 . 8PM

Winter Big Band Showcase
UMD Jazz Ensemble, UMD Jazz Lab Band,
and University Jazz Band
Monday, December 5, 2016 . 7:30PM

Annual Kaleidoscope of Bands
Wind Ensemble, University Band,
Community Band, & Mighty Sound of Maryland
Friday, December 9, 2016 . 8PM

The UMD School of Music nurtures artists, scholars, and educators who understand tradition and celebrate innovation.